
Stay safe when operating this winter
Reduce the risk of accidents this winter

In the winter months equipment operators need to take additional care when completing their daily tasks. Dark 
mornings and nights, a drop in temperature and artificial light can all posunexpected risks.

Here are some of the reminders from Mentor to help keep operatives and those working alongside equipment safe 
and aware this winter.

Be seen
The dark mornings and nights greatly reduce visibility onsite, leaving many operatives completing their tasks under 
artificial light. The appearance of surfaces can change when lit artificially and operatives need to be extra vigilant. 
Make sure that sites are suitably lit, check stairwells, pedestrian walkways, access roads, loading areas, plant yards 
and car parks. 

Slips trips and falls
Walkways and access routes must be kept clear with easy access onsite to rock salt and grit. Access and egress of 
equipment can pose particular risks in the winter months. Operatives should be reminded to wear the correct 
safety boots and always maintain three points of contact, checking that steps and handrails are free from ice and 
snow. When getting off their machine remind operatives to check the ground so that they do not slip on ice. 

Be prepared 
Preparation is key to a safer winter. Operatives should continue with their pre-operational checks prior to using the 
equipment. Washer fluid should be full at the start of the shift and checked throughout. The fluid concentration 
should also be checked to ensure this does not freeze during the shift and there should be a suitable supply of 
de-icer. Tyres should be checked especially for under inflation, cold overnight temperatures can result in lower tyre 
pressures at the beginning of the morning shift. Oils will be thicker during cold temperatures so equipment should 
be given extra time to warm up prior to moving off. 

Wrap up – stay safe 
The drop in temperature will result in additional layers of clothing and bulky heavy PPE. This in itself can pose a 
risk with snagging and restricted movement resulting in slips trips and falls and movement of equipment controls 
when an item of clothing becomes caught. It is advised that operatives wear under layers to keep warm rather than 
adding additional heavy layers which can be restrictive. 

Taking the right precautions this winter can improve working conditions for employees and reduce the risk of 
accidents onsite. The seasonal change must be discussed onsite as part of any safety breifing for all equipment 
operators.
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